
REIN VIGO RATING

INSTITUTIONAL CAPABILITY

PARTS ONE AND TWX'O HAVE UNDERSCORED THAT THE STATE MAKES A VITAL CON-

triburioii to economic developmenlt when its role matches its institutional capa-

bility. But capability is not destiny. It can and must be improved if governments

are to promote further improvements in economic and social welfare. This part of

the Report discusses how this can be achieved.

State capability refers to the ability of the state to undertake collective actions

at least cost to society. This notion of capability encompasses the administrative

or technical capacity of state officials, but it is much broader than that. It also

includes the deeper, institutional mechanisms that give politicians and civil ser-

vants the flexibility, rules, and restraints to enable them to act in the collective

interest.

Three interrelated sets of institutional mechanisms can help create incentives

that will strengthen the state's capability. These mechanisms aim to:

* Enforce rules and restraints in society as well as within the state

* Promote competitive pressures from outside and from within the state, and

* Facilitate voice and partnerships both outside and within the state.

Over the long term, sustainable institutions have been built on formal checks

and balances, anchored around core state institutions such as an independent
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judiciary and the separation of powers. These are essential for ensuring that nei-

ther state officials nor anyone else in society is above the law.

But rule-based government is not enough. State capability will also be

improved by institutional arrangements that foster partnerships with, and provide

competitive pressures from, actors both outside and within the state. Partnerships

with and participation in state activities by external stakeholders-businesses and

civil society-can build credibility and consensus and supplement low state capa-

bility. Partnerships within the state can build commitment and loyalty on the part

of government workers and reduce the costs of achieving shared goals.

The flip side of partnership is competitive pressure-from markets and civil

society and within the state itself. Such pressure can improve incentives for per-

formance and check the abuse of the state's monopoly in policymaking and service

delivery. Similarly, competitive or merit-based recruitment and promotion are

crucial for building a capable bureaucracy.

This part of the Report starts with a look at ways to reinvigorate state insti-

tutions, by building the foundations of an effective public sector (Chapter 5) and,

more broadly, by instituting formal checks and balances and controlling corrup-

tion (Chapter 6). Chapter 7 then examines how to sharpen competitive pressure,

strengthen voice, and promote partnership by bringing the state closer to the peo-

ple-an important means of which is decentralization, or the shifting of power

and resources to lower levels of government. Finally, Chapter 8 discusses partner-

ships and competitive pressures that cross the boundaries of nation-states, and

how countries can cooperate in providing collective goods.



BUILDING INSTITUTIONS

FOR A CAPABLE PUBLIC SECTOR

Sire, a vast majority of civil servants are illpaid... The result is that skilled and talented men shun public service.
The Government of Your Majesty is then forced to recruit mediocre personnel whose sole aim is to improve their weak
pecuniary situation ... intelligent, hardworking, competent, and motivated individuals should direct Your Empires

civil service .... It is Your Majesty s prerogative to introduce the indispensable principle of accountability,
without which allprogress is retarded and work inevitably destroyed.

-From The Political Testaments ofAli Pasha, Grand Vizier to Ottoman Sultan Abdulaziz, about 1871
(quoted in Andic and Andic 1996)

T HE SAME PROBLEMS THAT PLAGUED SULTAN ABDUL- emphasis here is on the incentive framework guiding
aziz haunt today's public bureaucracies. The history behavior-what government agencies and officials do and

of development in Europe and North America in the how they perform. Few countries consciously set out to
nineteenth century, and that of East Asia in this one, have encourage bureaucratic corruption and inefficiency. But
shown the economic rewards of building an effective pub- the mere existence of formal rules forbidding bribes, say,
lic sector. But examples of this kind of institution build- or the abuse of patronage will rarely be enough to root
ing are all too rare. these things out. What matters is whether the actual rules

Building the institutions for a capable public sector is and incentive mechanisms embedded in the system can
essential to enhancing state effectiveness, but also im- translate the fine words into reality.
mensely difficult. Once poor systems are in place, they The foundations of an effective public sector
can be very difficult to dislodge. Strong interests develop
in maintaining the status quo, however inefficient or Evidence across a range of countries has shown that well-
unfair. And those who lose out from present arrangements functioning bureaucracies can promote growth and reduce
may be unable to bring effective pressure to bear for poverty (Chapter 2). They can provide sound policy inputs
change. Even when the incentives are there to improve and deliver critical public goods and services at least cost.
public sector performance, formidable information and During the nineteenth century most industrializing states
capacity constraints often thwart the attempt. modernized their public administrations. Early leaders in-

How can governments with ineffective public insti- cluded France, Prussia, and the United Kingdom. The suc-
tutions begin to put things right? The complex problems cess of the British civil service reforms in the last century
involved in building and managing a public bureaucracy provides an early example of the importance of nurturing
do not lend themselves to Clear, unambiguous solutions. effective, rule-based bureaucracies. As Box 5.1 describes,
But this chapter outlines some institutional building these reforms heralded the careful cultivation of a profes-
blocks of an effective public sector and discusses promis- sional meritocracy, which helped pave the way for a half-
ing options for putting these in place. This focus on insti- century of English dominance over international commerce.
tutions is very different from the traditional approach of More recently, some East Asian economies have estab-
technical assistance, which emphasizes equipment and lished and nurtured the foundations of capable bureau-
skills and administrative or technical capacity. The cracies. Many low-income countries, however, have been
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Box 5.1 Laying bureaucratic foundations: The Northcote-Trevelyan reforms In the United Kingdom

LUntil the earls nineteenth tncuf l the affaur, 4.f the imn thc ov-ernmenrts %%,,rk into two classes-inrellec-
rtate n the Linited Kingdlonm w%ere admniniMrcred hw trial ipolicy and adrnnistraion)l and mechanical (cler-
public officials who ovwcd [heir posirion% u' pohicil [Call-and recatinga career iJvil SCerie to car ittout.
patronage and inlui-ence. Thcre ,.as no comrnmfln ix-- Staff capihle ot pe!torming the iitellectual w-ork
terin cit pa%. bribe; augiented L'fticial Jaltries. and ;ould bc recriarred frorn the newly reformed un-crsi-
officeholders, wiho viewe1d their posiriois aj propern ries; the besr talent v.ould be seltedcl [hrough rouph
thit could be sold. ntrtei engagcd and paid their o%%n comipettive e';Jmtna[tionssuperv-ised bY a board ofcivil
itaff. Although [he Ystem did nor rule Our advance scnrice commissioners.
bl- 1!ldividual abdlir%. ict s av nor a bask; tfor ,ould )ppopirion was s[rong. Although a ci'il oercike
admnnimrrat.an. comnI;sion was estabi,bed in I S;. mrranyo'ernnicnt

A, the \VIcorian crd progresscd. hoe.-cer, tihe departments continued rccruiting in their accustomed
Linitcd Klndornm underrent a perIod of ntense wa\ until I. %N hcn parronage vasadbolished and the
reh:irm driven hL% social and economic change and tile t-wo. Ogrinde, w%ere mide compukon- tor all department%.
denmandi of an c.pandin-. educatd miiddle clais. Uni- The Ncarrhl-co ree- lin reftrms w%ere iollc.i%ed by
versitres. rlie armed force;, lihe ludiciarv. and central retbrrms in the armrd fotrces, rhe iudician. and, later.
and local bureaucracies %erc ill refotrmed. municipal go:ieritnnent. There %%ere also extensive

The blucprinr t;:r cnil service refornm .a rlie chanes in the rules 3nd rcstraints governing polic-
Northco[e-Tre'elvan Report 4 134. %%hich ad%o- tormation and implementation. By the end of t[he nine-
careld he creation o.f a mdoeril bureaucracy based on a tcenth centary [he LUnited Kingdom had laid [he tbun-
carccr civ-i en ice Dray. ing on idc adv.ancel for thl dationns of a modern to%ernrnenE and fcirmallv instru-
Indian cii-, ern ice by Thoima% Nlacaulav. Sir Statturdl tionalized the values of honern-. economy . and political
Norrhcoce and Sir Ch.irles Trevelvan proposed divid- neutrality-.

unable to create even the most rudimentary underpin- their expert counselors the flexibility they need to for-
.nings of a rule-based civil service. Their formal systems mulate policies, but embed their decisionmaking in
often resemble those of industrial countries on paper. But processes that allow for inputs and oversight from
in practice informality remains the norm. Merit-based stakeholders.
personnel rules are circumvented, and staff are recruited * Efficient and effective delivery systems. Here, too, reform
or promoted on the basis of patronage and clientelism; involves setting the right balance between flexibility
budgets are unrealistic and often set aside in any case by and accountability. For activities that are contestable
ad hoc decisions during implementation. At bottom, all (that is, where there is scope for actual or potential
these problems can be traced back to weaknesses in the competition from various suppliers) and easily speci-
underlying institutions: poor enforceability of the rule of fied, market mechanisms and contracting out of ser-
law both within and beyond the public sector; a lack of vices can often improve delivery dramatically. But for
built-in mechanisms for listening to, and forming part- many other services there is often no substitute for
nerships with, firms and civil society; and a complete delivery by the core public sector. Here giving citizens
absence of competitive pressure in policymaking, the greater voice and allowing client feedback can exert
delivery of services, and personnel practices. pressure for better performance, but ultimately perfor-

To tackle these problems at their root and lay the foun- mance will depend on the loyalty of civil servants and
dations of an effective public sector, countries need to their compliance with established rules.
focus on three essential building blocks: * Motivated and capable staff These are the lifeblood of

the executive. Able and dedicated staff inject energy into
* Strong central capacity for formulating and coordinating the public sector. Uncommitted staff stifle it. Civil ser-

policy. This is the brains of the system. Politicians for- vants can be motivated to perform well through a range
mulate visions and set goals, but for these to material- of mechanisms, including merit-based recruitment and
ize they must be translated into strategic priorities. This promotion, adequate pay, and a strong esprit de corps.
requires mechanisms that lead to well-informed, disci-
plined, and accountable decisions. A constant challenge Effective bureaucracies take decades to develop. And in
for all countries is to set rules that give politicians and seeking to build-or rebuild-the foundations of such a
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bureaucracy, reformers must, as always, be conscious of capacity in these countries tends to be weak and frag-
what they are building on. For example, where countries mented, with few institutionalized mechanisms for input
have been unable to establish credible controls over man- or oversight.
agers' use of resources, giving them greater flexibility will
only encourage arbitrariness and corruption. But certain Policymaking mechanisms in industrial countries
reforms can generate early payoffs even in the worst sys- Many OECD countries have built up well-functioning
tems. These are discussed further below. policymaking mechanisms over time. At the heart of these

systems are mechanisms for properly preparing policy
proposals, estimating the costs of alternative proposals

Politicians set goals and broad strategic directions. But within a disciplined overall budget framework, ensuring
sound institutional arrangements can determine whether their critical evaluation through consultation and debate,
the visions of political leaders get translated into effective and reaching and recording decisions and monitoring
policy priorities. They can make transparent the costs and their implementation. A vital complement to these mech-
benefits of competing policy proposals. And given that anisms is effective capacity at the center of government-
adequate information is inevitably in short supply, they the Cabinet Secretariat in France, the Ministry of Finance
can make sure that leaders are as well informed as possi- in Japan, the Office of Management and Budget in the
ble, through processes that provide input and oversight United States-to facilitate consultation and coordinate
from internal and external stakeholders. All these mecha- proposals among ministries before they are submitted.
nisms will help produce better-informed decisions and There is always room for improvement. Australia is a
raise the credibility of policymaking in general. good example of an industrial country that has introduced

The rules and norms embedded in the policy- reforms explicitly aimed at making the policymaking
making process should be designed to curb the kind of process more transparent, competitive, and results-
uncoordinated political pressures that can lead to poor oriented. Several features of these reforms are of particular
decisionmaking and bad outcomes. If politicians or relevance to other countries: the emphasis on publicizing
bureaucrats pursue only their own or their constituents' the medium-term costs of competing policies; the effort
immediate interests as they are voiced, the result may be to facilitate debate and consultation on policy priorities,
collectively undesirable, even destabilizing-there is no within hard budgets, both in the cabinet and among agen-
invisible hand in statecraft, automatically shaping individ- cies; and the attention to results (Box 5.2).
ual initiatives toward a common good. The aim must be The United States and some continental European
to build mechanisms to discipline and coordinate the pol- countries have instituted other mechanisms for consulta-
icy debate and call competing policy proposals into ques- tion and oversight in policymaking. Corresponding to
tion. In some countries politicians have delegated macro- the cabinet in a parliamentary system, congressional com-
economic and strategic policy coordination to capable, mittees in the U.S. presidential system are the principal
relatively autonomous central agencies, whose activities arena for policy debate and consultation. U.S. executive
are guided by consultative processes that are transparent to agencies, for their part, are governed by the Adminis-
outsiders. In others, politicians themselves collectively trative Procedures Act of 1946, which imposes certain
restrain and challenge each other in established forums procedural requirements, enforceable in the courts, such
where decisions are made in common. But many countries as public announcement of new policies, while pre-
have none of these mechanisms, and their absence reveals serving flexibility in the substance of policymaking. This
itself in incoherent strategic policies and macroeconomic procedures-oriented approach to policy formulation
instability. allows legislators to shift the substance of policymaking to

Although the precise institutional arrangements vary, specialist agencies and other interested parties closer to
effective public sectors the world over have generally been the problem. This kind of decentralized mechanism uses
characterized by strong central capacity for macro- citizen voice and the judiciary to ensure accountability,
economic and strategic policy formulation; by mecha- but with the inevitable side effect of slowing decision-
nisms to delegate, discipline, and debate policies among making.
government agencies; and by institutionalized links to Many continentaL European countries rely on admin-
stakeholders outside the government, providing trans- istrative law and specialized courts for judicial review of
parency and accountabiLity and encouraging feedback. As administrative actions. Citizens can chatlenge administra-
discussed below, systems in many industrial countries and tive decisions on legal grounds or for factual errors. The
in much of East Asia exhibit many of these characteristics. European Union has adopted this system for the Euro-
Their absence in many developing economies is a major pean Court of Justice, allowing it to oversee decisions
obstacle to building a more effective state. Policymaking made by EU institutions.
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Box 5.2 Australia's mechanisms for transparent, competitive, and results-oriented policymaking

One of the main objectives of Australia's putblic sector addirion, the projections made resource flowvs to the
reforms has been to institute a process for disciplining line ministries more predictable, since the projected
and coordinating policies and exposing them ro vigor- figures were automatically rolled over into the actual
ous debate. Some of the challenges the Labor govern- budget if no changes in policy intervened. This helped
ment faced when it came to power in the eariv 1980s improve decisionmaking and the operational efficiencv
were similar to those confronting man)' developing of line agencies.
countries today: the new government had to manage The reforms also reqtured that line ministries propos-
both an immediate fiscal crisis and the unsustainable ing any new policv, or anv changes in existing policy
long-term fiscal commitments of previous policies. that would increase spending, also propose offsetting

To discipline policy formulation and win political savings (see figure at tight). This ensured that spending
support for a resetting of national strategic priorities, stayed within the resource envelope agreed to in the cab-
the new administration decided to publish estimates inet. The cabinet focused on changes in strategic priori-
of furure spending under existing policies. T'hese pro- ties-which new policies to adopt and which existing
jections painted a bleak pictuie of unsuistainable real ones to cut-to stay within macroeconomic constraints.
growth in spending requirements, underscoring the Policy proposals were debated vigorously vithin the
need to scale back. Once the government had pub- cabinet, and all affected ministries and agencies were
lished these estimates, however, it became incumbent required to submit written comments on the sound-
upon the government to contintue to do so, to show ness of other agencies' proposals. This helped legitimize
the continuing declines in future commitments that it and build consensus on policy priorities. Finally, the
had promised. Indeed, succeeding projectionis fell reforms focused attention oni results, throug,h mandated
markediv, in what became called the m'alling man" periodic evaluation of new and existing policies and
pattern (see figwe at left). Open financial markets through reporting on performance and outcomes.
imposed additional discipline. The results? Australia's deficit of 4 percent of GDP

The reforms also required the government to pub- in 1983 became a surplus by the end of the decade.
Iish a reconciliation table, shossing how the projections Accompanying this achievement were significant
for exiscing policies differed from [hose for the new changes in the composition of public expenditures,
policies. These measures helped make apparent the reflecting both broad strategic shifts identified bv the
chan,es in the government's strategic priorities, as well cabinet and changes in pilorities within ministries,
as in the medium-term costs of new commitmcnts. fn often identified by the line agencies themselves.

Projected growth in total spending Changes by category, 1983/84 to 1992/93

Percent (cumulative) Billions of Australian dollars
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Source Adapted from Campos and Pradhan 1996, Dixon 1993
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Elite central agencies in East Asia public-private deliberation councils, which would expose
The successful East Asian cconomies have adopted a pro- costly programs to rigorous review. Such transparent and
cedural approach to policymaking that shares some key institutionalized consultation mechanisms gave those out-
aspects of systems in industrial countries. Several East side of government power to restrain or even veto its
Asian leaders have formulated long-term visions for their actions, while preserving flexibility for policymakers to
countries; examples include, in postwar Japan, the Liberal adapt to changing circumstances.
Democratic Party's declared aim to catch up with the Deliberation councils require substantial technical
West, and more recently, in Malaysia, Prime Minister capability if they are to use the information supplied by
Mahathir Mohamad's Vision 2020. They have then private participants to make coherent policy. There is also
worked to create the institutional arrangements needed the problem that such councils exclude broader segments
to translate their vision into a highly focused set of strate- of society from their deliberations. If a country's private
gic priorities. Powerful elite central agencies have been sector is small, deliberation councils can all too easily
delegated the authority to develop policies that will achieve degenerate into well-oiled mechanisms for unproductive
the leaders' long-term objectives. Although relatively rent extraction. This probably explains why African ver-
autonomous, these agencies' deliberations have always sions of deliberative councils-such as the francophone
been embedded in processes-such as public-private coun- countries' experiments with economic and social coun-
cils-that provide input and oversight from private firms. cils-have generally been ineffective (with the notable

These elite agencies often play an immensely important exception of Botswana's). If such councils are to support
role in setting their countries' economic course. The Min- sustainable development, they will need to be comple-
istry of International Trade and Industry (MITI) in Japan mented, as they were in East Asia, by attempts to win
and the Economic Planning Board in the Republic of legitimacy from society more broadly.
Korea are considered the prime movers behind their coun-
tries' industrial policies and use of administrative guidance. Weak capacity andfragmented policymaking in
In Thailand the Ministry of Finance, the budget bureau, developing countries
the central bank, and the National Economic and Social Many developing countries, especially in Africa, Central
Development Board-the so-called gang of four-act in America, and the Caribbean, lack the critical mass of
unison to cap spending and control inflation. In Indonesia effective capacity and internal coherence to formulate and
the Ministry of Finance and the planning agency Bapennas coordinate macroeconomic and strategic policies. Central
have been the guardians of the purse and the brains of the capacity is weak, stretched thinly among a handful of
civil service. These central agencies are staffed by profes- senior officials who must attend to numerous tasks. These
sional and capable employees recruited on the basis of strains are compounded by problems in the bureaucracy:
merit, often through highly competitive examinations. low pay at senior levels, rampant political patronage, and

The delegation of macroeconomic policy to competent an absence of meritocratic recruitment and promotion.
and reputable technocrats has recently been a common One especially costly consequence of weak central
feature in several Latin American countries as well, includ- capacity is an inability to make budget forecasts based on
ing Argentina, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. The effects sound and realistic assumptions. This undermines trans-
on performance have been noticeable. This delegated pol- parency and predictability in decisionmaking. For exam-
icymaking, combined with the kind of hierarchical and ple, in recent years the difference between budgeted and
transparent budget procedures described in Chapter 3, actual recurrent expenditures has averaged more than 50
was important in reducing inflation in these countries percent in Tanzania and more than 30 percent in Uganda.
during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Chile, in particu- Transparency and coherence are also compromised by the
lar, appears to have developed the kind of esprit de corps use of extrabudgetary funds (equivalent to more than half
among senior officials that has long fostered partnerships of total federal expenditures in Nigeria, for example) and
in the Indonesian technocracy and Japan's MITI, among by long lags in the production of financial accounts and
others. Most striking are the parallels between Chile's audits. Often decisionmakers will have little sense of the
group of high-level advisers-the Chicago boys-and costs or outcomes of policies. Partly as a result, budgeting
Indonesia's Berkeley mafia and Thailand's gang of four. focuses almost exclusively on the allocation of inputs

As already noted, although the central agencies in East rather than the results they are intended to achieve.
Asia had considerable flexibility in policymaking, they In aid-dependent countries donors sometimes allevi-
were embedded in a larger network of deliberation coun- ate, but too often worsen, the problem of weak central
cils and external think tanks. In Japan, Korea, Malaysia, capacity. To the extent that their policy advice supple-
Singapore, and Thailand, information about the costs of ments weak capacity at the center, they help solve the
industrial policies was distributed through a range of short-term problem at hand. But such advice-does nothing
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to build long-term capacity if politicians fail to recognize would need to triple over the succeeding four years,
the need ultimately to rely on local experts. Donors may implying drastic cuts in other expenditures (left panel of
also fragment central capacity for polity formulation, Figure 5.1). Moreover, the recurrent costs of donor-led
entering with ministries into bilateral deals on multiple investment projects were shown to be unsustainable (right
projects without determining whether their cumulative panel of Figure 5.1). The same inadequacies play out
effects are collectively sustainable or mutually consistent. across the developing world, as newly built roads fall into
In many countries public investment programs have be- disrepair, and schools find themselves without textbooks
come passive repositories of donor-driven projects, whose and health centers without drugs.
recurrent costs after completion continue to accumulate, Several initiatives have been launched to address these
contributing to an expansionary fiscal bias. Lack of coor- problems, but all are still in their early stages. The Africa
dination between the ministry of planning and the min- Capacity Building Initiative seeks to strengthen the capac-
istry of finance sometimes further impedes the integration ity of African governments in policy analysis through a
of capital and current expenditures. more professional civil service, improved information

All these problems seriously erode the capacity to coor- systems, and enhanced external inputs from African uni-
dinate, challenge, and discipline decisionmaking. Guinea versities and civil society more broadly. Governments and
provides a case in point. Although the government has donors have also launched sectoral investment programs
designated primary education, public health, and road to coordinate donor assistance. The Agricultural Sector
maintenance as spending priorities, funds often end up Investment Program in Zambia replaces 180 individual
being allocated to other areas instead. And no system donor projects. But although they consolidate fragmented
exists for costing out policy proposals or subjecting them policies in a shared arena, such efforts can create coordina-
to rigorous scrutiny. An exercise to cost out Guinea's poli- tion problems of their own as long as capacity remains
cies to meet the government's stated priorities revealed weak. Malawi and Uganda are among those countries
that the share of priority programs in total spending moving to the next, crucial level of reform: developing a

Figure 5.1 Guinea's policy goals and spending allocations do not add up
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systematic process to set strategic priorities across sectors remains highly centralized. The Apparat of the Cabinet of
and within aggregate spcnding constraints. Colombia is Ministers has retained responsibility for policy formula-
instituting ex post evaluation systems to assess whether tion and coordination and directs the activities of central
policies and programs already in place are achieving their government departments. The number of central govern-
intended outcomes. ment bodies remains large (over 110), their responsibili-

ties often overlap, and lines of accountability are unclear
Policy coordination in transition economies (Figure 5.2). The cumbersome structure makes coordina-
Although the shortage of administrative expertise is not as tion difficult, delays decisionmaking, and reduces trans-
much of a problem in the transition economies of Central parency. However, efforts to reform this system are now
and Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union, their under way following the adoption of a new constitution
experience shows the equal importance of mechanisms in July 1996.
that can channel that expertise into coherent policy. Some Central and Eastern European countries with
When the communist regimes in these countries col- similar although perhaps less severe problems have initi-
lapsed, so did the centralized decisionmaking apparatus ated promising reforms of their central decisionmaking
for coordinating the activities of ministries and depart- mechanisms. Poland and Hungary have both introduced
ments. As a result, confused and overlapping responsibili- reforms to streamline multiple and conflicting responsi-
ties and multiple rather than collective accountability bilities and speed decisionmaking. In Georgia, streamlin-
emerged-a sure-fire formula for policy disaster. ing has removed overlapping and conflicting positions,

Ukraine exemplifies such problems in the extreme. and the fate of draft laws is now decided in the presence
Following independence in 1991, a central machinery of all members of the president's economic council before
of government was established which reflects many of submission to the parliament. Such reforms have aided
the features of a former Soviet system. Decisionmaking consultation and coordination in central government

Figure 5.2 Decisionmaking in Ukraine is bogged down by overlapping responsibilities
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decisionmaking. But most countries have a long way to go
to build the institutional capability needed to respond Figure 5.3 Most firms rate government
effectively to the many demands of transition. services poorly, but some services score

Reforming institutions for delivery higher than others

The best-designed policy will achieve little if it is badly Percentage of respondents

implemented. Poor quality, high cost, waste, fraud, and 100 _

corruption have marred the delivery of services in many
developing countries. More often than not, the problems
can be traced back to a belief that government ought to be
the dominant-if not the sole-provider.

The expansion of the state under the state-dominated 60 -
development strategies outlined in Chapter 1 has pro-
vided countless opportunities for politicians to exploit
their positions for political gain (Box 5.3). More broadly, J0 -
governments have simply overextended themselves, with
disastrous results. Examples abound of services not being 20
delivered or being delivered badly. Power system losses in
low-income countries are more than twice those in other

Malail Customs Roads Healthi c.are

Box 5.3 The mushrooming of Bangladesh's Pau" - Hgn
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hike ,'er f5nci-% %ears. and beriteen 1'j(j and I14'i

tki number ot dcpartments and dircrc'raEes v.ent

from 1 (N to 221. P'ublic eccor emplovment in-

creaScd romi ii;,11-0 in ic- i tioaliiost I iindhon in countries. In China nearly 1 million hectares of irrigated
19 9
'2-a. tmpound rice of incrcase of 3.u percenr a land has been taken out of production since 1980 because

%Lacr. comnpared dtich population gro.tlh oF 2i per- of insufficient maintenance. Only 6 percent of domestic
tenr durin l [he amnie period. Civil servicc paY has businesspeople surveyed for this Report in fifty-eight de-
I2llcn crn idcrabl.i. eNpcialI for rhoec at the top. veloping economies rated government service delivery as
The base pav '4 a pcrmanent secretary Ithe most efficient, while 36 percent rated them very inefficient.
senior ci% i! isenice position1 his declined by S- per- Mail delivery fared reasonably well, followed by customs
cenr in real terni, Iinc,: I Q-. and roads; health services scored the worst (Figure 5.3).

Nc" mrniscrie; di i.ioins. ajnd dcpirtrnenm' "ere These results indicate a broader pattern: the lower-rated
Lreacd intpiro mer c ri ne- uch a, envi- services are delivered by government departments (as
ronmen[al protection aind wonicn', issues. Bur the opposed to state enterprises) and produce outputs that are
sciae has also sprcad it. %ing. into conimnercial acu[v- harder to measure and monitor.
iners. Crovc.h has olren been smriulated by political What is needed is better management of the principal-
conr.ideations. he increie In miriisrie. allow.ed agent relationships inherent in service delivery. In many
ne% mnisiiesrial pu_iti'ons [c. bc hindded out to n-lure countries delivery suffers because neither the principals
inrrap.irm- groups-and, of c.lourse. created morc (the politicians) nor the agents (the bureaucrats) live up to
lv-ser-Ic; eI johs to be dispensed. Aside tromn ic. bud- their side of the bargain. Politicians interfere in the day-
ectn eft cc;t. thii cxpansion has stret-ched imFple- to-day operations of public agencies; services are delivered

mcntiac .n capacir. compounded coordination through government departments whose managers have
probles,. and nude rgularior miore incruuivt It little operational flexibility and whose resource flows are
ha alSo crCa':d ve)red intcrests chat have blocked unpredictable. Even where managers have been able to get
effort' qt raticlanliz.uion and reform. around these rules, they have had few incentives to

achieve better results. In the many countries where the
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public sector has assumed a monopoly role in the delivery
of many services, external pressures for better performance Figure 5.4 Three strategies for improving
are eliminated. And few countries have set credible government service delivery
restraints to hold managers accountable for their use of
inputs or for the achievement of measurable outcomes. lricreas& e\It SLrenrthen

Institutional mechanisms to improve delivery
Governments are experimenting with a range of institu- \
tional mechanisms to improve service delivery. Greater use .( A

of markets is creating competitive pressures and more exit
options-alternatives to public provision for users seek- \ -

ing better quality or lower cost. Also expanding these
options is the practice of contracting out service delivery to
private firms or NGOs. Some governments are setting up
performance-based agencies in the public sector and enter- ,.

ing into formal contracts with these agencies, providing 'racl the
them greater managerial flexibility while holding them ac- prwaL sectrpa
countable for specified outputs or outcomes. Others are ar;d Io"alt"

relying on more traditional bureaucratic forms in the core
public sector, emphasizing accountability in the use of in-
puts, meritocratic recruitment and promotion, and the cul- budget deficit equivalent to 9 percent of GDP into a sur-
tivation of an esprit de corps to build loyalty and improve plus during the 1 980s and cut the unit cost of delivery by
performance. Finally, user participation, client surveys, pub- more than 20 percent in some agencies.
lished benchmarks, and other mechanisms for increasing cit- Several developing countries are now emulating these
izen voice are providing external pressures for better delivery. reforms. But what is feasible in New Zealand may be

These initiatives can be classified into three broad cat- unworkable in many developing countries. It takes con-
egories: expanding exit options, strengthening voice, and siderable capability and commitment to write and enforce
improving compliance and loyalty. Which of these apply contracts, especially for difficult-to-specify outputs in the
depends on the incentive environment through which the social services. Which mechanism will prove most effec-
service can be delivered (Figure 5.4). Markets and con- tive in improving performance depends on both the char-
tracts with the private sector offer primarily exit options acteristics of the service and the capability of the state to
for better performance. In the broader public sector- enforce internal and external contracts (Table 5.1).
including corporatized state enterprises and performance- For instance, for services that are contestable-such as
based agencies-exit options are fewer, but voice begins most commercial products and, more recently, telecom-
to become influential. For activities whose outputs are munications and electric power generation-market
difficult to specify and that are not contestable, the core mechanisms can generate powerful competitive pressures
civil service remains the agency of choice, but it provides for improved delivery. For services whose outputs the
no realistic exit options and has considerably less flexibil- state can specify and enforce at low transactions cost, con-
ity in financial and personnel management. Here the tracting out to private firms and NGOs is an attractive
more relevant instruments switch to citizen voice, the loy- option. Countries with strong capability and commit-
alty of the civil service, and well-specified rules for them ment are setting up performance-based agencies and for-
to follow. mal contracts even for complex activities within the core

Recently, the so-called new public management public sector, such as defense, education, and health care.
reforms in industrial countries have sought to move deliv- But countries with little capability to enforce complex
ery away from the core public sector (the center of the cir- contracts, and weak bureaucratic controls to restrain arbi-
cle in Figure 5.4), primarily by using market mechanisms trary behavior under more flexible management regimes,
and formal contracting. New Zealand provides the most need to proceed with caution.
dramatic example. Beginning in the early 1980s, com-
mercial and other contestable activities were hived off, Using competitive markets to improve delivery
corporatized, and often privatized. The remaining large, Overstretched and with budgets increasingly tight, gov-
multipurpose ministries were split up into focused busi- ernments are relying more on market mechanisms to
ness units headed by managers on fixed-term, output- improve the delivery of contestable services. At the same
based contracts with considerable autonomy (including time, a flood of innovation at both the technological and
the right to hire and fire). These reforms helped turn a the policy level has been pushing back the boundaries of
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Table 5.1 Mechanisms to improve service delivery

Service characteristics and state capability

Environment _ ~~~~~~~~~Easy to specily outpusg i

Prv.atp s*ctor Xor trai r OUL ton for-profits t
~~~~~~~~no p ft Iage,cic

Broader pblic sector - Set up perfoniance-based 
agencies

- - -- ~Corporatize state enterprises
and establish enforceable
performance contracts

S-rengtnen voice rechanisns |

Co)re nulbi,.; secirr

what can be considered contestable. Chapter 4 showed market: governments can contract with private firms,
how deregulation and the unbundling of activities in selected through competitive bids, to provide services.
state-dominated industries such as electric power genera- Contracting out is now a widespread practice in many
tion have led to significantly lower unit costs and a rapid industrial countries. Victoria State in Australia provides a
expansion in services. particularly dramatic example: each local council con-

Other recent innovations such as vouchers and capita- tracts out at least half its annual budget through compet-
tion grants have even increased the scope for competition itive tender, including complex community care services.
in the provision of some social services. Experience re- In developing countries, where both markets and state
mains limited, however, and confined largely to educa- capacities are weak, options for contracting out are fewer.
tion. Chile's capitation grant system allows students to Still, where outputs are easily specified and direct compe-
enroll in any school, public or private; schools receive a tition is impossible, competition managed through such
payment from the state based on enrollment (Box 5.4). arrangements as service contracts, management contracts,
Private enrollments have increased, but the program's leases, and long-term concessions can yield efficiency
effects on school performance are not yet clear. Vouchers gains. In Brazil, for instance, contracting out road main-
are promising but carry a risk of increasing social polar- tenance to private contractors led to savings of 25 percent
ization if not properly regulated. over the use of government employees. Leases have in-

Indeed, greater use of market mechanisms must be creased the technical efficiency of water supply in Guinea
accompanied by effective regulatory capacity. As discussed and of the operation of Port Kelang in Malaysia.
in Chapter 4, this is not always easy to achieve. The diffi- Governments are also contracting out the delivery of
culties of regulation are even more daunting in social ser- social services, especially to NGOs. Even though outputs
vices than in, say, infrastructure. For instance, the private here are difficult to specify, governments have taken this
delivery of health care services is unregulated in many de- route where NGOs are perceived to be committed to high
veloping countries (Brazil is a notable exception) because quality or where, because of their religious or ideological
regulating the vast number of small-scale providers is orientation, they can better serve certain groups (for
beyond the government's capacity. example, the Netherlands has long contracted with NGOs

for education services). In Bolivia an arrangement with a
Contracting out to the private sector and NGOs local church organization to manage public schools is pro-
In those areas where competition in the market is not fea- ducing promising results (Box 5.5). And in Uganda the
sible, it may still be possible to foster competition for the government is entering into partnerships with NGOs to
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Box 5.4 Vouchers and school choice

Voucher, can increae tht stope tfor competirion in begrn providing c:ipitatitn. granis-h xed pa-lnent,
providin, education. Studevi are -i%en vouchers per studeiit cnrolled-ro both public and privarc

thnded by public tax dollars bui rdcemable at amn schoolb. Because rhe per-siudent pavimenr was based
school. private Or public. Letring parenEs chon5e rhe on Ehe a%erage Cost of education in the public
school cheir children will attend should induce schools and e>:pendirur,s per student Werc ThJ percent less iII
to compete for studenrt. thc private zectcr. privatc icho:c.ls eagerly\ .ied fo;r StU

Opponents ot vouchers claim that they vsould lead dents. Bv 1986 priman enrollmen in private schools
public school srudernrs-especialk the bctier c,nes-Co had morc Lhan doubled. fromn 14 tr, 2"9 pcrcerot c. total
lease in droves. gutting the public svIeem. Such an out- enlcllzmenrt, and enrollment in private Necondan-
c-ome would be %%sretul and night lead lo even pooirer >Chools h3i in creascd almost fourtold. Thc effects cn
cducation for those v-ho cliose to remain. Yet in a school pcr-formance are not vet clcar.
19!93 pilot: program in Puerto Rico. the 1S percent of Vouchers also preient potential risks. IThe one, most
students who did transer to private schools were largely conmnonlk cired are incfca.ed icratdiifation aino ser-
o-ffet by the 15 perent who transferred fromn pri.ate to viccs and polarization amonc, users. Socne analssts ha%c
public ,chools-hardly a mass e',duius. Pucnr, Rico s criEicized the unfttered rusuh toward School choice in
experlfnent was so successtul that in ir, second y-ear rhe the ftrmer Soviet republ,cs. arg<uing that it will exacer-
number otfapplicants junmped tronm 1.60 to I5,5141. bate social tensions in r.apidl polariuinsocties The

Plublic funding for private schools s nothing nevs undcr!l ing concern is tlat. in tIhe ibscnce of narional
In the Netherlands rwo-thirdv of students attend pub.- C0ntrols, school curriculunm, will become divisive and
liciv funded private schools. When Chile reformed its , parochial. and an essenual ioIk of the siate-that of
educarion sv.Mcem in 198(1, the Mtinisry oft Education ensur!ng sociil cohesion-ssiIJ be undermined.

deliver both preventive and curative health services previ- Improving delivery through the broader public sector
ously in the public domain. Notwithstanding the growing opportunities for private

Like regulatory contracts and vouchers, however, con- participation, the public sector will inevitably continue to
tracting out is not a panacea. In general, contracting deliver a large number of services. Here the challenge is to
works best where outputs are easy to specify and markets create an enabling environment that provides incentives
are strong, so that the effectiveness of alternative suppliers for better performance.
can be readily judged. For activities that are complex or INTERNAL COMPETITION. Some industrial countries are
nonroutine, contracting out will inevitably incur higher experimenting with ways to increase competition within
transactions costs. Contracting is also prone to corruption the public sector, to improve delivery of services for which
and mismanagement, much as are contracts within the neither market competition nor contracting out is feasi-
public sector. The Inspector General of Uganda, to take ble. In the United Kingdom, for example, an internal
but one example, reported several instances of fraud in market has been created within the national health service
contracts with the private sector, including payments for by transforming local health authorities and groups of
roads that were never built or maintained. general practitioners into purchasers of hospital services

Finally, competition in contracting does not necessar- on behalf of their patients. This arrangement has created
ily mean that the private sector will outperform the pub- competition among hospitals, acting as a decentralized
lic sector. In one of the most extensive U.S. experiments mechanism for reallocating resources. Although internal
in public-private competition, the Public Works Depart- competition can enhance efficiency, it is important to
ment of Phoenix, Arizona, developed innovative strategies ensure that equity concerns are safeguarded in the process.
and outperformed private competitors on several con- Decentralization of delivery-moving resources and
tracts between 1984 and 1988. Competition provided the responsibilities to lower levels of government-is another
stimulus for reform in that case, but equally important potentially powerful means of introducing internal com-
was the strong partnership forged between management petitive pressure, particularly for the provision of local
and labor through quality circles and labor-management public goods with few interjurisdictional spillovers or
productivity committees to build on workers' expertise economies of scale. Local governments get the flexibility
and jointly identify competitive solutions. to match supply to local preferences or demands, while
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into executive agencies charged with specific delivery func-
Box 5.5 Contracting with NGOs for better tions. These changes have been accompanied by substan-
schooling in Bolivia tial devolution of managerial authority and accountability

for results. In Australia, Denmark, Ireland, and Sweden,
In an cxperimental program in Boliv-ia. the ~ocwern- for example, detailed and itemized administrative costs
ment onurracred %%ih the church-bascd Fe % legria have been consolidated into a single budget line item,
rm.manage a certain nunmber otf mostl seconlarn making it possible for managers to reallocate resources in
public s-hcools. Bettire agreeing to do so. Fe 'y Ale- accordance with changing priorities and needs.
gria dcmanded a2nd received& rhe righr to appoint Among developing countries, Singapore has perhaps
principals anl teacher, and to allow teachers [o the longest head start in creating focused business units.
wcork both Ehe morning and afternoon shiftis ra[her As early as the 1970s the Singaporean civil service was
than the thrce-Mid-a-half hours allorted for instruc- organized around the concept of statutory boards. Else-
rion In the public schools. where, Jamaica has selected eleven pilot agencies for con-

In all orher -iavs Fe v Alegria schools are idenri- version into executive agencies.
cal co otiher Boli' imn public schools. Althoug,h hand- But countries with inadequate controls over inputs and
picked. teachers rcecive little special training and are weak capacity need to proceed with caution. The indus-
paild the same salary as other public school rctchers. trial countries that have now relaxed detailed control over
Fe E AJegria schools recerie noi additional money tvfr inputs did so from a position of strength, having devel-
hoolsi or supplies and their curriculumns and tc:h- oped over many years a series of credible restraints on
ing method, are the same as th,oe used in oEhcr arbitrary behavior. For the many countries that have not
public scholk. yet succeeded in instituting credible controls over the use

The only cnmparanixt adv-3ntage Fe v Alegria of inputs, greater managerial flexibility will only increase
schools hae is ±n exceptional eiprit dc corps among arbitrary and corrupt behavior. Furthermore, writing and
studcnts. parents. and staff Teachers and srudents enforcing contracts, particularly for complex outputs,
flock to Fc A.Ucgria school' witih man\ afmilic require specialized skills that are often in scarce supply.
paving extra tees tor their children to attend. On Some of these concerns are borne out by a recent study
the rare occasions w%hen innovari%e tcaching meth- of state enterprises, which found the overall record of
ods hav.e been tried ssuch as a marhematics coursc performance contracts in developing countries extremely
transmitted c,;cr a public radio stationi. the! hae disappointing. Yet while performance contracts have
also prosed popular. both in [he schools and not succeeded in most developing countries, many have
throughout rhe commurnity. This public-prnate sought to create performance-based agencies for easily
partnership hetw-een goerninlrt and a religious specified and high-priority tasks such as road maintenance
NGO appe rs to be so successful that (he go%ern- or tax collection. These agencies are typically set up as
niens studsing ir as a possible modcl for national enclaves within the civil service, with greater managerial
educaron ret;rni. flexibility, better pay, and greater accountability for re-

sults. In Sub-Saharan Africa, for instance, performance-
based agencies have been created to achieve tax collection
targets in Ghana, Uganda, and Zambia. Other countries

local accountability and interjurisdictional competition in appear ready to follow suit.
supply provide potential restraints. But as discussed in In these instances, enclaving tax collection has been
Chapter 7, appropriate institutional preconditions need considered a prerequisite for boosting a government's
to be in place if decentralization is to improve efficiency capacity to raise revenues and improving incentives for the
and equity. rest of the civil service. The results have been impressive.

PERFORMANCE-BASED AGENCIES. The so-called new Ghana was the first country in Sub-Saharan Africa to
public management reforms in industrial countries have introduce a performance-based approach to tax and cus-
sought to break up the core public sector into a series of toms revenue collection. Total revenues nearly doubled in
distinct business groups or special-purpose agencies. In the first five years, from 6.6 percent of GDP in 1984 to
general these agencies have greater managerial flexibility in 12.3 percent in 1988, largely thanks to better collection.
the allocation of financial and human resources and greater But the scheme was nor without its problems. The rest of
accountability for results. Sweden and some other Nordic the civil service chafed at the special treatment afforded
countries have long separated cabinet ministries from tax collectors, and the Ministry of Finance objected to its
agencies with specific purposes. In the United Kingdom loss of authority. The program could not have gone for-
nearly two-thirds of the civil service has now been moved ward without strong support from the top.
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More troublesome has been the establishment of devel- tralia, Colombia, Uganda) are emphasizing outcomes-
opment project enclaves in several aid-dependent coun- the impact of outputs on beneficiaries-combined with ex
tries, each with its own system of remuneration and ac- post evaluation.
countability. Often, donors have created these enclaves But even with greater clarity of purpose and task, pub-
with little if any systematic consideration of the nature of lic sector managers will not perform well if the flow of
the services provided or of the optimal sequencing of insti- budgeted resources is highly uncertain. This brings home
tutional reforms. And they have often created disparities. the downstream importance of building effective policy-

As discussed in Chapter 9, enclaves are usually de- making mechanisms at the center, as discussed earlier in
signed as quick fixes. Although they have sometimes this chapter. A credible medium-term expenditure frame-
accomplished short-term goals, they can create obstacles work, such as that in Australia (see Box 5.2), provides
to deeper institutional reform. Where output is easily greater consistency between policies and resources and
specified-tax revenues collected, for example-enclaves therefore more predictability in the flow of resources to
may be useful as an experimental stage of reform that can units downstream. Malawi and Uganda are beginning to
then be progressively extended, and as a demonstration institute such frameworks.
that reforms can be effective. But it is important to FINANCIAL AND MANAGEMENT CONTROLS. Because
employ systematic criteria in selecting which agencies to public sector outputs are often difficult to measure and
hive off. And although they are a useful first step, enclaves monitor, financial control and accountability are needed
cannot substitute for the longer-term institutional reforms to keep managers honest, prevent the poor use-or
needed to create a motivated, capable civil service. abuse-of public resources, and improve service delivery.

An expenditure tracking exercise in Uganda revealed that
Improving delivery through the core public sector a significant portion of funds allocated for basic social ser-
Contracting out, setting up performance-based agencies, vices never reach the intended health clinics or schools,
and ensuring formal accountability for results are not particularly in rural areas. In many countries public finan-
viable options for many services in countries with weak cial accounts and audits are outdated and inadequate and
capacities. The challenge is particularly acute for street- therefore do not provide credible restraint.
level bureaucracies whose operators (police, irrigation To improve the transparency and quality of their finan-
patrollers, health workers, teachers, extension workers) cial accounting and auditing systems and reduce lags,
interact daily with the people they serve, are geographi- countries are modernizing their financial information sys-
cally dispersed, are granted substantial discretion, and tems. Countries as diverse as Bolivia, China, Indonesia,
produce outputs that are difficult to monitor and are not and Moldova are writing sound accounting principles into
subject to competitive pressure. law, backed by strong professional associations both

Experience across a range of countries suggests that a within government and in the private sector.
combination of mechanisms can boost incentives to per- Although systematic evidence about the effects of these
form in such areas. A study comparing irrigation agencies reforms is not available, some useful policy lessons can
in India and Korea revealed that the Indian organization nevertheless be gleaned. Modern, computer-based infor-
provided few incentives for conscientious work, whereas mation systems can both improve transparency and
the Korean agency was full of such incentives. Korean irri- strengthen aggregate control while reducing the need for
gation patrollers had greater clarity of purpose and were controls on specific transactions. Controls on inputs can
subject to random monitoring from three separate agen- be broadened sequentially as systems are expanded and
cies. Supervision techniques in India sought to discover trust is built up: countries can gradually move away from
grounds for punishment; in Korea they sought to solve detailed, ex ante line-item controls to broader budget cat-
problems. With staff from all parts of the organization trav- egories, salary scales with broader bands, and greater lati-
eling frequendy up and down the canals in Korea, there tude in procurement and recruitment. The shift from ex
was more external pressure from farmers, and stronger ante to ex post transaction-specific input controls should
partnerships could be built for better performance. proceed carefully and only as controls over budgetary

PERFORMANCE ORIENTATION AND PREDICTABILITY IN aggregates are improved, as agencies demonstrate that
RESOURCE FLOWS. An important starting point in raising they can be trusted with greater autonomy, and as ex post
the emphasis on performance within public sector organi- controls build strength through improved accounting and
zations is greater clarity of purpose and task. Colombia, auditing capacities.
Mexico, and Uganda are introducing performance mea- But experience also suggests that moving from a highly
surement to orient managers to achieving desired results. centralized, transaction-specific control regime to a more
Whereas some countries (New Zealand is one) have decentralized one can encounter resistance. For instance,
stressed outputs as performance measures, others (Aus- in Ecuador a plan to devolve payment controls, although
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and attracting capable staff, require long-term career
Figure 5.5 Recruiting and promoting on merit rewards, adequate pay, and mechanisms to instill an esprit
improve bureaucratic capability de corps through, for instance, strong partnerships be-

tween management and labor.
I,,de o1 CareaucrltI . parMiim STRENGTHENING MECHANISMS OF CITIZEN VOICE.

Morre Instituting credible bureaucratic controls takes time.
capatIe Meanwhile, where internal monitoring and enforcement

0 i * @ o capacity are weak, clients and beneficiaries can exert pow-
c * . erful pressures to improve performance, and so help

a X reduce monitoring costs until these capacities are built up.
Coproduction and other forms of government partnership
with the community in providing services, even if indirect,

* .< create incentives to press for better service. Feedback
mechanisms such as the client surveys used in India,
Nicaragua, and Uganda increase transparency and im-

c prove accountability by making more people aware of the
c c agency's performance. Citizen charters, in which agencies

Less * * publicly commit themselves to minimum standards of ser-
.ao3t,ie , , , , , , vice provision-as applied in Belgium, Malaysia, Portugal,

0 2 4 6 t1 12 14 and the United Kingdom-can be a fulcrum for increased
in;e, :1 meworc.racf external and internal pressures to meet performance tar-

gets, and help focus the attention of clients and staff on
iT.:,r: F ir% * r-. .r a r.Fr.%n a i.ion, I hTV service quality. Chapter 7 puts the use of voice and partic-
.r.' d eI:Isrg .~. *ri , 17C.-~0 *:orr,r an,) ::iher irpaton in the broader context of raising state capability.
in, ,9OIee,rISci,,: r-.:crr,s vNJ:31cr. tie Tecrn,nc, r)jc pin rdo

Fostering motivated, capable staff

Whether making policy, delivering services, or adminis-
tering contracts, capable and motivated staff are the

proposed in 1995, has yet to be implemented, largely lifeblood of an effective state. Efforts to build a competent
because of central agencies' fears of fiscal indiscipline. and dedicated civil service usually focus almost exclusively
Trust needs to be built up first by strengthening systems on pay. Pay is certainly important, but so are other things,
of performance measurement and ex post input controls. such as merit-based recruitment and promotion and esprit
As these systems become more credible, resistance to the de corps. Meritocratic recruitment and promotion restrain
changeover will fade, and managers can be provided political patronage and attract and retain more capable
greater flexibility, with stronger accountability for results. staff. A healthy esprit de corps encourages closer identifi-

LOYALTY, MOTIVATION, AND COMPETENCE. Better sys- cation with an organization s goals, reduces the costs of
tems of monitoring, accounting, and auditing alone will making people play by the rules, and nurtures internal
not suffice to improve the delivery of many' services. partnerships and loyalty.
Mechanisms for enhancing the loyalty, motivation, and A recent cross-country study shows why these things
competence of the civil service are also needed. Loyalty matter. The authors found that an index representing
promotes staff identification with an organization's goals meritocratic recruitment and promotion and adequacy
and a willingness to take a longer-term view of responsi- of pay was correlated with economic growth as well as
bilities. Loyalty is essential in the core public sector, where with investors' perceptions of bureaucratic capability, even
activities are not easily specifiable or monitorable, and exit after allowing for income and educational differences
has no meaning. (Figure 5.5). Clearly, then, finding the right institutional

The civil services of France, Germany, Japan, and recipe for recruiting and motivating capable staff can reap
Singapore all seek to ensure that the loyalties of a small sizable rewards.
group of professionals are fundamentally aligned with the
interests of the state. Job security in the civil service was Merit-based recruitment andpromotion
meant to foster this alignment of interests. It has worked Making a meritocracy of the civil service helps bring in
in some contexts but not in many others. As discussed in high-quality staff, confers prestige on civil service posi-
the next section, the experience of successful countries tions, and can do a great deal to motivate good perfor-
suggests that building this commitment, and motivating mance. In many countries Japan and Korea, for example)
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a national civil service entrance examination uses tough rather than merit. Figure 5.6 shows that political appoint-
standards to winnow the more skilled from the less skilled ments run much deeper in the Philippines than in other
applicants. In others, academic (often college) perfor- East Asian countries. This, combined with poor pay, has
mance is the primary filter. Pressure to perform is sus- resulted in lower bureaucratic capability, which has also
tained after recruitment by specifying clear objectives and worsened over time. The Philippine government is under-
criteria for upward mobility and offering rewards for mer- taking reforms to introduce greater meritocracy in its civil
itorious long-term service. In Korea, for instance, promo- service. Of course, political appointments can be quite
tion is based on a formula that combines seniority with extensive in industrial countries, such as the United
merit-based elements. Where instead promotions are per- States, as well. But countries with weak institutions and
sonalized or politicized, civil servants worry more about inadequate checks and balances are better off relying on
pleasing their superiors or influential politicians, and more transparent and competitive mechanisms.
efforts to build prestige through tough recruitment stan- Even countries that have managed to install merit-based
dards are undercut. recruitment and limit political appointments can suffer

Meritocracy has not yet become established in many from rampant political interference in employee transfers.
countries. Instead the state has often become a massive In India, for example, senior civil servants are transferred
source of jobs, with recruitment based on connections frequently: the average tenure of field officers in some states

Figure 5.6 Lack of meritocracy and poor pay in the Philippines' civil service have lowered capability
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can be as low as eight months. Partly as a result, the once- more difficult to maintain professional standards and
legendary Indian civil service is no longer perceived as a esprit de corps.
model of efficiency and effectiveness.

Merit-based recruitment and promotion systems are of Adequate compensation
two broad but not mutually exclusive types: mandarin sys- As countries build prestige for their civil service through
tems and open recruitment systems. Mandarin systems, merit-based recruitment and promotion, government
such as those found in France, Germany, and Japan, are employment becomes more attractive. But if civil service
closed-entry, hierarchical systems with highly competitive compensation trails far behind that in the private sector,
entrance requirements (Box 5.6). Where well-qualified prestige alone will not make up the difference.
human resources are in short supply, mandarin systems A rough benchmark for evaluating the adequacy of
may well be the preferred basis for a more selective public sector compensation is the gap between public and
approach to personnel development. Open recruitment private sector compensation, discounted somewhat to
systems, such as those in New Zealand and the United adjust for the fact that civil service employment is gener-
States, provide a more flexible, decentralized, and increas- ally more secure. Precise comparisons are tricky, given
ingly market-driven system of civil service recruitment. differences in benefits and perquisites, job requirements,
Open systems give more flexibility to managers to match and the like. As a rule, however, civil servants nearly every-
job requirements with available skills, including hard-to- where are paid less than their private sector counterparts.
find technical expertise, although at the cost of making it In the Philippines, for example, public pay averages 25

Box 5.6 Cultivating the best and the brightest: Mandarin versus open systems

lo).r countrien hivc adripred: one of two broad ap- driven approach to ci. vil service rccruitment. The U.S.
proaches to merrocrachic recnr-mcnr. The firs,. called wsrenm fc-r eampnle. in itark contr.r to rhe mandarin
rhe manidarin sYqcrm. iS a hierarchical sYsrem % ith model, permits entr at any., point in che hierarchy,
entrv lim-ited tco prominsing_ tanididates ar the outset of r vidb)Ut age rcsricricons. Cencralized compecirive en-
their careers. Nlandjirin svmcni- Lradkiionallv referred rcance examinations hai-e been replaced a-ith profes-
Eo an elite groiup if ci% li servants in cer:ain East Asian sion-speciFic e:,ams. and managers hate bten granted
burvaucracie>; in isc more modcrn scn;e ir reters it) o nmore autonomr in hiring. The Unired Stales, liJke Aus-
corps-career svy.tem [ha also includc% loer and mid- uralia. conmplenitnsi U, horizontal recruitment system

dlelevecls of the ciil er1icc. RecruItLTent i5 centrallized w.-irh a Senior Executi-v Service aimed at builcding an
andt high' selectiv-e. generally on the ba!is of a rigoro.us clite group from -.within he ci vil service.
entrance eKarninaticn. Fhe successful canididatcs ire The boldest approach to open recruitment and
placed on a List track into rtlhe be,r iobs in governmenv. career dievelopmiient is tound in countries pursuing the
For lic niosr part rhese recruitj. W1ho arc Motlv gencr- new: public managrenr reforms. These counrries
aliit by cdLdcational background. are hired intc a hav-e significantly devolved recruirment reiponsibili-
career stream cir cn.rpi rather than for specific lobs. ties. In Ne"' Zealand, ftor exanmple. igency managers

France and lapin best eeinplifv the mandarin s%-- can hire staff at marklet salaries.
teni. A t-rance s Natinal School of Admlniistration. Cuuntries ith critiCal shortages of wvell-qualified
tuture high-leNel cadres are put through a one-year human re;ources ma.d find nandarin sstems usefult for
proftssilonal internsihip folillowed b' fiftern montihs ot establishing a selctive rather than a comprehensi'e
cn0iLrse.or0k. Iapan' Tok-vo Univcrsiry produces that approach to personnel dcvelopment. Moreover, a pres-
coiuR11s iadniiniktrarive elire. mort otf vhomn haNe a ugicous corps can have ipillovcr eliects. motivating other
legal or gencratis[ ediLcation, posscblk supplemented parts ot the ciil ser.ice to perfi0rm well. (p)en recruHl-
With in-;ervice rechnica.l training. Vrariants on dhe men., on the othrr halnd. gives managers greater tie-xi-
sv,item are tound in Singapore. w-here r.vo-sear cade.- biliry in tindir.g candidates with needed skills includ-

hips rotate pronmising recruits. aiid GermanN. where a ing hard-to-find specialist experrise. And open ~ss:ems
pracilcumi 4.%siern citter, practical. on0the-job intern- discourage insularity in the civil sernice b' bringing in.

shlips for oiuvatanding c.ndidares. at all levels. staff with f'resh percpecriv-es and nev: iecas.
The sec.nd s n,rem. kIno-.vn as open rccruirinent. is The downside is that professional standards are less easy

a more flcxiblk, dccentralized. and increasinAlv market- to mnaintain acro,s the servict, as is esprir de corps.
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Figure 5.7 In Africa, as public employment has risen, wages have fallen

Average real central governm,enk cages relatl'ie to GDP per caw,ta
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percent of private wages; in Somalia the figure is 1 1 per- The contrast berween the size of the wage bill and the
cent. (At the other extreme, public sector salaries in Sin- relative level of wages shows through in another major
gapore average 1 14 percent of those in the private sector, problem, which will not be solved by across-the-board
and in fact senior Singaporean civil servants are better increases. This is the relatively low level of remuneration
paid than their U.S. counterparts.) The gap is widening for senior officials. In many countries the wages of higher-
in some countries. In Kenya, for insta-nce, the dispa-ricy level civil servants are allowed, often for political reasons, to
between public and private wages grew by 3 percent a year erode by more than those of the lower echelons; this wage
during 1982-92. Contributing in many countries to the compression makes it even harder to attract and retain
relative erosion of public sector wages were fiscal austerity high-quality staff at the vital senior levels. A study of ten
measures during the 1980s that tended to lower real wages African countries found that, on average, the ratio of the
rather than employment. salaries of the highest- to those of the lowest-grade civil

In many African countries, public employment has not servants had declined from thirteen to one to nine to one
merely been maintained in the face of rising fiscal pres- during the 1980s.
sures-it has actually risen, especially at lower skill levels Prompted by a desire to raise public sector salaries, and
(Figure 5.7). Governments have become employers of last by the need to correct aggregate fiscal imbalances, some
resort and dispensers of political patronage, offering jobs countries have embarked on initiatives to reduce employ-
to family, friends, and supporters. As a result, individual ment, decompress the wage structure, and raise average
wages have often been low even though the overall wage pay in the civil service. These efforts have met with mixed
bill has been high. Moreover, growdi in the wage bill has success. A study of civil service reform in fifteen countries
often outpaced expenditures on operations and ma-inte- in various regions betwveen 1981 and 1991 found that
nance, leading to the familiar stories of teachers without wage bill rcduction and salar,v decompression had been
textbooks and extension workers without bicycles. achieved in fewer than half the cases. Employment had
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been reduced in more than half, but reversals were some- members a sense of purpose and belonging and imposes
times reported later, and the cuts were rarely adequate to self-discipline that guides members toward achieving the
finance substantial salary increases for higher-level staff. In group's objectives. King Arthur's Knights of the Round
Peru, for instance, some 250,000 workers were cut from Table, the samurai in Japan, and even the mafiosi of past
the civil service over three years, but 163,000 of them were generations all embodied some form of esprit de corps. A
subsequently rehired; in addition, poor targeting of the few of today's civil services are also said to do so, includ-
cuts resulted in the departure of the most qualified staff ing those in Chile, France, Germany, Japan, Korea, and

This mixed and often disappointing experience with the United Kingdom. Most, however, do not.
civil service reform nevertheless provides some lessons for It is not impossible to build an esprit de corps within
future efforts. First, strategies have focused exclusively on the bureaucracy from scratch. Singapore's civil service is
pay and employment and, within those issues, on reduc- now well known for its coherence and sense of purpose,
ing numbers (the wage bill and employment). These are even though these characteristics barely existed in the
important, but so are other, complementary elements: early 1960s. Getting there was difficult, but the steps were
merit-based recruitment and promotion, performance straightforward enough. Each year prospective recruits are
measurement and orientation, mechanisms to improve taken from the top 200 (less than 5 percent) of the grad-
accountability, and esprit de corps. uating class at the National University of Singapore (and

A more careful sequencing of reforms is called for, start- more recently the Nanyang Technological University)
ing with wage decompression. Even within constrained and put through a one-year training program. Their edu-
overall wage bills, wages at the top of the scale can be cation and training give the recruits a common under-
raised relative to lower levels, to attract more qualified standing of what is expected of them as civil servants and
people and concentrate scarce skills in strategic areas. In help build trust among them. The country's meritocratic
governments that are considerably overstaffed, reforms promotion system gives officials a stake in achieving their
have been too modest to downsize them to sustainable agency's goals. The single-mindedness of Singapore's
levels. And they have tended to be one-shot reductions leadership and its continuous efforts to imbue the civil
rather than a steady program to redimension government service with its desired values help strengthen the bond
over the longer term. among civil servants. Some of Singapore's lessons are now

Inevitably, pay and employment reforms will face being learned in Botswana, in twinning arrangements that
political obstacles, although fears of political backlash have emphasize the two key ingredients of teamwork and
often been exaggerated. Some countries have viewed civil group performance.
servants as partners in reform and have consulted exten- Worker dedication and commitment are not confined
sively with them to find politically acceptable solutions. to the industrial countries and East Asia. In Brazil's poor
For instance, in the province of Santa Fe, Argentina, a northeastern state of Ceara, steps to increase worker com-
close dialogue between the governor and the local civil ser- mitment dramatically improved the quality of public
vice union helped the parties agree on measures for mod- services delivered (Box 5.7). The state government pro-
ernizing provincial public administration, including moted a sense of calling among workers and conferred new
expenditure cuts of some 10 percent. In addition, the prestige on their jobs. These feelings were reinforced by
experience with civil service reform has helped develop a innovative practices such as worker participation and self-
good set of technical tools-civil service censuses, func- managed worker teams, multitasking, and flexibly orga-
tional reviews, better-designed severance packages-for nized or specialized production. These practices involved
managing and implementing reforms more effectively. greater worker discretion and flexibility, greater coopera-
But civil service reforms will generate losers, who can be tion between labor and management, and greater trust
important constituencies of the political leadership and between workers and customers. Such experiences also
therefore a force to be reckoned with. The political econ- underscore the importance of nonmonetary rewards-
omy of reforms is discussed further in Chapter 9. recognition, appreciation, prestige, and awards-in moti-

vating staff, over and above the adequacy of pay and mer-
Building esprit de corps itocratic recruitment and promotion.
Effective and capable bureaucracies share a commitment
to their organization's objectives. This esprit de corps Strategic options: Steps toward an effective
includes a common understanding about what is desirable public sector
and undesirable behavior, manifested in formal and infor- Some developing countries lack the most basic under-
mal norms and grounded in a set of objectives, and a pinnings of a professional, rule-based bureaucracy. Even
devotion to upholding the honor of the group, based on reform-minded leaders cannot translate their goals into
this common understanding. An esprir de corps gives reality because the machinery linking policy statements to
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Box 5.7 Building worker dedication: Good govemment in Brazil's Ceara State

in l 98- the itate gciernmenr otf Caera In northfa.srern larger varilre- . raoks than usiual. 0ftien volunaril.
Bra.il confronted a crippling Fiscal crish. superimposed --ranred greater autonomv and discrenon. worker,
on a levacv of mediocre adrninistrative performancc. Atrc able to proside more cus[onmi7cd ver ice. Th6
Yet within fo,ur sears che fiscal crisis had becn ovcr- greater discretion did not result as ir ofticn does eke-
come. 3nd the qualiy ol' services had im-proved where. In grater opportunities i'cr rent seekin- bec.aLawe
dranmraic-alv. Vaccination coverage t'c.r measles and of pre>5ure, t, be accounrrable. '\orkert wanted L) per-
polio more tihan triplekd from 25 percent to '0() per- form better in order to live up to the newC-h trust pliced
centr of the child popularion. TI-e state's public '.sotks in themii b%- their cenms. T-his in ramrn fas the refuli of'
progranm emnploy-ed more than I million unemploved [he moire .usromized arrangemrens of their n%ork ind
farmers during drouehts. And iti busineis extensioll rhe public mcssages ot' respect from. the state. At the
and public procurernent program t'or small firms wjs sdame tine,. the comrmuniriei \;here these public str-
saving more than 30 percent o.er its previous o-erall vantn w%orked monitored them more clobsclv. The
exppndifrte. st3te s pLblicity campaigns and similar nicssages had

Miuch of hite credi ftor this success is o-wed tc the armed cirizen, with new inforntiron about their rights
'ivil service irself. The state government contributed in to better government ind about hov public scn iLes

an unusual ;nd sometimes inadvertent wvay oU public were supposed to v.york. ThuLs goverIInmenEt played a
workers newfound dedication. Usin, rewards for co.cl powcrful rolc in mornitoring. buLE it did ;0 indirecily.
performance publik screening method& for new% TI'hese mechanisms createdu irturuu c; cle in hilch
recruit., orientation programs. and sheer boasting workers reportcd feeling mnorc appreciited and recno-
through the media about its succeses, the stare created nized. not necessarily bY siperiors. but bY their clients
a strong sense ot mission around key programs and and the communitics %here they worked. This, in
their vsorl;crs. Highly motivated worker, carried out a turn, rontorcecld their declcation to the job.

action has ceased to function. As a result, a vast gap has task and by introducing performance measurement on a
opened up between what the state says it will do and what selective, sequential basis. When output measurement is
it does-between the formal rules of public institutions strengthened and credible controls over inputs are insti-
and the real ones. The first step toward building a more tuted, managers can be granted more operational flexibil-
effective public sector in such countries must be to close ity in exchange for greater accountability for results.
these gaps: to reestablish the credibility of the government's Instituting a professional, rule-based bureaucracy will
policies and the rules it claims to live by, making sure they take time. In the meantime some other measures can be
operate in practice. This includes setting hard budget lim- implemented more quickly, some of which can generate
its, implementing budgets and other policies as approved, early payoffs. Well-functioning policymaking mecha-
making the flow of resources predictable, instituting nisms make transparent the costs of competing policies
accountability for the use of financial resources, and curb- and encourage debate and consultation among all stake-
ing rampant political patronage in personnel decisions. holders. Using the market to deliver contestable ser-

Where these preconditions are absent, the new public vices-too many of which are now the sole domain of
management must be introduced cautiously. If informal government-can lower costs and improve service qual-
norms have long deviated significantly from formal ones ity. Likewise, contracting out easily specified activities
(with regard to personnel practices, for example), simply through competitive bids can reduce the burden on over-
introducing new formal rules will not change much. stretched capacity and build partnerships with markets
Where countries have been unable to establish credible and NGOs to improve efficiency. And reformers need not
controls over inputs, giving managers greater flexibility rely only on internal controls: creating more points of
will only encourage arbitrary actions and corruption. And access for feedback from firms and the people who use
where specialized skills are in short supply, performance public services can do a lot to generate external pressures
contracts and other output-based contracts for complex for better performance while internal capacity and en-
services may absorb a large share of scarce bureaucratic forcement mechanisms are still developing.
capacity to specify and enforce them. Nevertheless, coun- As previous chapters have stressed, getting the state
tries can begin by providing greater clarity of purpose and out of the business of providing many of the goods and
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services it now provides will still leave it plenty to do. tiveness of salaries at the upper end can be raised, to attract
Where it is no longer a direct provider, the state must capable staff, even within constrained wage bills, in part by
become a partner and facilitator, regulating markets, reducing excess employment among the rank and file.
enforcing contracts, and pursuing all the essential roles There is bound to be opposition to these and other
outlined in Chapters 3 and 4. That means attracting and reforms from those who stand to lose. But as discussed in
keeping capable staff. Rule-based restraint on political Chapter 9, windows of opportunity for reform can open
patronage in recruitment and promotion, and more com- and widen. Reform-minded governments should seize
petition through meritocracy, will be necessary to build these opportunities to build consensus, address the obsta-
this capability. In countries where rapid employment cles to change, and initiate and sustain reforms to build an
expansion has taken place in the lower echelons, reforms to effective public sector. The resulting reinvigoration of
reduce employment are inevitable. But the relative attrac- public institutions will generate large payoffs.


